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“To dissuade and defeat threats as early and as far from U.S. borders as possible.”  
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 In response to the Joint Staff’s Maritime Domain Awareness Joint Integrating 
Concept (MDA JIC) Capability requirement, MDA-004C  the capability to predict activity 
within the maritime domain, CDR Cledo Davis, a student in the Department of Systems 
Engineering, Network-Centric Engineering Track has been conducting thesis research 
on the use of automated behavior analysis (ABA) for Maritime Domain prediction and 

















Figure1 – Operational Concept View of a Maritime Smart Environment 
Dear Readers,  
     PLEASE submit a short 200-300-word article introducing your organization’s Maritime Se-
curity and Defense-related mission and activities or add an event to our calendar.   
Contact Ms. Rita Painter at rpainte@nps.edu.  
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or proliferation are effective when they operate within the noise level of normal every-
day activities.  Detecting these plots often requires merging information from all as-
pects of the maritime domain to detect the subtle signs of threat behavior.  The ability 
for machines to automatically analyze mountains of data and detect anomalous behav-
ior will be critical for making sense of the vast maritime realm.  Automated threat 
analysis systems free analysts to work on more challenging maritime problems.” 
 This integrating concept defines the need to counter various types of maritime 
threat activities.  These activities would theoretically be occurring within a network of 
internal and external, organic and inorganic, manned and unmanned, sea-based and 
land-based sensors, which are intended to provide a Common Operational Picture 
(COP) of the maritime domain.  These types of sensor networks increasingly have the 
ability to fuse all of the sensors’ data flooding in to detect, track, and, to a certain ex-
tent, classify the surface vessels in the vicinity of this unit(s).  Humans in the loop of 
these sensor networks monitor these tracks, however, their dense number and irregu-
lar, indiscernible, and unpredictable movements, coupled with the mundane nature of 
constant vigilance, prevent an early and/or accurate detection of threat-like activity by 
the many contacts that must be monitored in the COP.  It is at this point that ABA be-
comes relevant.  Automation of these vital monitoring and threat detection activities 
could potentially enhance to a great extent the awareness of the maritime domain for 
the protection of friendly forces.  As the data is collected, fused, and disseminated, it is 
passed within the network to a particular friendly unit, which would notionally have a 
Behavior Analysis Module (BAM) processing capability on board.  All of the fused track 
data would be processed through the BAM and compared to its many friendly, neutral, 
and threat behavior models, where it is statistically analyzed, looking for anomalous 
behavior.  
 CDR Davis’s research consists of the joint development and demonstration of a 
Proof-of-Concept laboratory “Maritime Smart Environment”  (MSE) System, dubbed 
“Watchman,” which collects, processes, analyzes, and reports the behavior of moving 
targets in the environment.  The intent of his thesis is to discuss how this type of auto-
mated system, proven in the lab environment, could be further developed and scaled to 
eventually meet the high demands of early detection, prediction and warning of threats 
in the maritime domain.                              (CDR Davis’ email:  cldavis@nps.edu)  
Figure 2 – Watchman Architecture and CDR Davis in the ‘Watchman” Lab 
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The LIBRARIAN’S CORNER— Greta Marlatt, gmarlatt@nps.edu 





































Mar 22-27  - CNO/NWDC Scenario Based Exercise – “Maritime Irregular Challenges in the Littorals”  and 
NWDC/NPS Warfare Innovation Workshop – “Maritime Irregular Warfare Conops”   
Mar 29-Apr 2 - Maritime Stakeholders Conference  at Peterson Air Force Base in Colorado Springs, CO.  
  
April 25-May 2- Western Pacific Naval Symposium- Maritime Security Challenges Seminar in Victoria, Can-
ada  http://www.navy.forces.gc.ca/marpac/12/12-w_eng.asp 
 
April 26-29 -  8th NPS-Singapore Security Workshop, Hyatt Monterey (POC: Tom Huynh) 
 
May 4-6  - CJOS COE Annual Maritime Security Conference, Lisbon, Portugal  
www.cjoscoemaritimeconference.org  
